Abstract-With the advent of the Internet, it is desirable to interpret and extract useful information from the Web. One major challenge in Web interface interpretation is to discover the semantic structure underlying a Web interface. Many heuristic approaches have been developed to discover and group semantically related interface objects. However, those approaches cannot solve the problem of nonuniformity satisfactorily and are not able to tag the semantic role of each object. Distinct from existing approaches, this paper develops a robust and formal approach to recovering interface semantics using graph grammars. Because of the distinct capability of spatial specifications in the abstract syntax, the spatial graph grammar (SGG) is selected to perform the semantic grouping and interpretation of segmented screen objects. Instead of analyzing HTML source codes, we apply an efficient imageprocessing technology to recognize atomic interface objects from the screenshot of an interface and produce a spatial graph, which records significant spatial relations among recognized objects. A spatial graph is more concise than its corresponding document object model structure and, thus, facilitates interface analysis and interpretation. Based on the spatial graph, the SGG parser recovers the hierarchical relations among interface objects.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the large amount of heterogeneous data on the Web, it is desirable to automatically interpret a Web interface and extract useful information [4] . One major challenge in Web interface interpretation is to discover the Web interface semantics, i.e., page segmentation, which groups semantically related interface objects in a hierarchical structure and accordingly tags the semantic role of each object [46] .
Since Web interfaces are created autonomously, the irregularities caused by different designers and organizations make it challenging to extract interface semantics. Many researchers have explored heuristic approaches [1] , [7] , [10] - [12] , [14] , [15] , [21] , [22] , [35] , [44] - [46] to discovering the information organization underlying a Web page. These heuristic approaches in general perform page segmentation by analyzing the document object model (DOM) structure through a set of heuristic rules. However, HTML is a very flexible language and different designers may use the HTML language completely differently. For example, tables in HTML are designed to organize and display tabular data, implying that information in a table is closely related. However, by not displaying the table border, many developers use a table as an organization grid to layout pictures and texts. In this case, information enclosed in a table may not necessarily be semantically relevant. Ahmadi and Kong [1] have evaluated six heuristic rules on three genres of Web sites (e.g., news, travel, and shopping) and concluded that heuristic rules have different accuracies on different genres. In addition to the diversity of HTML usages, the complexity of DOM structures also negatively affects the performance of page segmentation. Furthermore, heuristic approaches can group closely related information, but they are not capable of tagging semantic roles.
Recently, visual language formalisms have been proposed to analyze Web interfaces [30] . Distinct from heuristic approaches, this approach formalizes a common Web pattern as a graph grammar, which formally and visually specifies the information organization underlying a Web page. The grammar-based approach interprets a Web page from bottom to top and, thus, needs to first recognize atomic information objects before page segmentation. However, it is challenging to recognize atomic information objects from the DOM structure. For example, in an HTML Web page, a line of texts (i.e., an atomic interface object) may be separated by several HTML tags, and the seperation is content dependent.
Based on the preliminary work [48] , this paper proposes a novel approach to page segmentation, taking advantage of graph grammars to provide robust page segmentation without relying on DOM structures. Because of the unique spatial specification capability in the abstract syntax, the spatial graph grammar (SGG) [29] is used in our approach to analyze Web interfaces. Spatial specifications in the abstract syntax enable designers to model interface semantics with various visual effects (e.g., a topological relation between two interface objects). Our approach interprets a Web page, or any interface page, directly from its image, instead of DOM structures. Image-processing techniques [16] are used to divide an interface image into different regions and recognize and classify atomic interface objects, such as texts, buttons, etc., in each region. The object recognition produces a spatial graph, in which nodes represent recognized atomic objects and edges indicate some significant spatial relationships (such as touch and containment). Finally, the SGG parser parses the spatial graph to discover the hierarchical relations among those interface objects based on a predefined graph grammar.
To our knowledge, the aforementioned approach is the first to combine image processing with graph grammar, which effectively addresses the issue of nonuniformity and simplifies page segmentation. The discovered interface semantics is useful in many Web-based applications, such as content adaptation, information retrieval, or usability evaluation. For example, based on the discovered semantics, we can adapt the information presentation to mobile devices or retrieve records by combining the interface semantics with a data model and a query language. Furthermore, the interface interpretation can verify whether different Web pages conform to a common pattern or not. In addition to Web interfaces, our work can be applicable to normal GUI applications and is useful to complement public application programming interfaces to extract useful data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background. Section III reviews related work. Section IV gives an overview of our approach. Section V illustrates our approach through a small example. Section VI goes through a case study. Section VII discusses the evaluation results of the case study, followed by conclusion and future work in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
This section first introduces the image-processing technique that is used to divide an interface image into several regions and recognize atomic interface objects in each region, and then introduces the SGG which is used to analyze the semantics underlying a Web page.
A. Image Processing
We break the task of classifying the functional parts of a GUI image into two phases. The first phase segments the image into candidate elements. These elements are usually of simple geometric shapes (i.e., rectangles and circles), and the second phase assigns a label to each candidate element. While some of the objects correspond to functional elements, such as links, buttons, and edit boxes, other elements are not classified and are considered as frames that can reflect the layout of a GUI. Inferring an inclusion relation between these frames can be utilized by the SGG parser to simplify the parsing process.
1) Graphical User Interface Segmentation: The first step starts by finding edge points based on a linear line-detector filter [27] . We convolve an image with a linear edge detector kernel in the horizontal and vertical directions and threshold the result. Then, long edges that are directed in the horizontal and vertical directions are considered. Pairs of parallel edges are aggregated to identify rectangles. Rectangle detection effectively identifies both frames and object boundaries.
There are some GUI components with a very distinct appearance, e.g., radio buttons and check buttons. For this kind of GUI components, we apply custom detectors. The detector analyzes the morphological edges in the image (a morphological edge is the difference between the maximal and the minimal pixel values in a given neighborhood, usually 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 pixels) [27] . It looks for symmetrical and small edge blobs. Circular blobs are detected as radio buttons, and square blobs are detected as check boxes.
Additionally, many objects have a uniform color and a high contrast with their background. Using this observation, even in the absence of sharp edges, basic objects within a screen image can be identified. The current algorithm relies mainly on edge information and uses the primary colors to enhance the segmentation when needed.
2) Graphical User Interface Object Recognition: The output of the image segmentation is a set of partially classified GUI elements, such as text and radio buttons. The task of the classification phase is to further classify GUI elements into one of the known classes of GUI objects or decide that a segment is not a GUI object. We employ a three-step approach for GUI element recognition.
1) Represent each element as a vector in a high-dimensional feature space. Selecting the proper object representation is crucial in any object recognition system. Features should be discriminative, and two different objects should be represented as two different feature vectors, but they should also be robust to uninformative differences. For example, in the case of GUI objects, color is usually regarded as an uninformative trait. We represent objects using two types of features that are concatenated into a single vector: (1) basic geometric features and (2) projection features. The first part represents the geometry of the object, e.g., width and height. The second part is based on the notion of projection [25] , [27] . 2) Define a distance function to compare the similarity between pairs of elements. Since we have two different types of features in a single unified vector, we also need two different comparison measures. The dimension-based distance measure corresponds to the amount of deviation between the dimensions of the objects. Let O i and O j be two objects of dimensions n i × m i and n j × m j respectively. We define our geometric distance measure to be
, we compute their editdistance [33] , which is defined as the minimal number of insertions, deletions, and swaps of characters that is needed to turn one string into the other. The edit-distance measure is robust to nonuniform scaling of GUI objects. In other words, the most prevalent change between the appearances of a database object and an instance is the nonuniform scaling in one of the orthogonal directions. Thus, edit-distance allows cheap changes such as stretches (e.g., wider button), but pays costly for shape changes (e.g., rectangle with rounded corners which is usually a button versus rectangle with sharp corners which is usually an edit box). 3) Search a database of tagged examples for the nearest neighbor to classify a query object into a specific class.
To save execution time, we employ a cascading approach where each distance function filters the database so that more expensive features are computed for a smaller number of database objects. First, the database is scanned to find all objects which are closer than a threshold T 1 relative to the shape measure M 1 , and then, these objects are compared using the projection measure M 2 relative to a threshold T 2 . The selection of the threshold can be tuned per-application/database to minimize classification errors. According to the thresholds, the classification appears in two stages, where the first stage is comparing features that are cheap to compute, e.g., the object's aspect ratio. This crude filtering prevents from doing expensive computations on objects that are very dissimilar. The ones that pass this first crude stage will have to go through the more expensive edit-distance computation with T 2 . The small set of candidates is compared with the test object, and the class of the database object which minimizes the weighted sum is selected as the nearest neighbor [8] class. The output of the classification phase is a set of GUI objects, each with its class type and auxiliary information (e.g., object location, object geometry, and embedded text). A GUI image might contain regions that are not part of any token.
B. Spatial Graph Grammar
Graph grammars with their well-established theoretical background can be used as a natural and powerful syntax-definition formalism [39] for visual languages, which model structures and concepts in a 2-D fashion [18] . It defines computation in a multidimensional fashion based on a set of rewriting rules, i.e., productions. Each production consists of two parts: a left graph and a right graph; the difference of which visually indicates the changes caused by a computation. Most of graphgrammar formalisms use nodes to represent objects and edges to model relations between objects in the abstract syntax. Different from other graph-grammar formalisms, the SGG [29] introduces spatial notions to the abstract syntax. The direct representation of spatial information in the abstract syntax makes productions easy to understand since grammar designers often design rules with similar appearances as the represented graphs. In other words, using spatial information to directly model relationships in the abstract syntax is coherent with the concrete representation. The SGG production in Fig. 1 (a) models the composition of an information block. In this example, an edge between two nodes indicates a semantic relation. According to the production in Fig. 1(a) , a product information block is made of three information blocks, i.e., link, image, and text. The link has a close semantic relation with the image, which in turn has a semantic relation with the text. Furthermore, the link is placed above the image, and the image above the text. SGG supports the syntax-directed computation through action code. An action code is associated with a production and is executed when the production is applied. Writing an action code is like writing a standard event handler in Java. In the aforementioned example, the action code specifies that the size of the product information block is merged from three informa- tion blocks, i.e., Link, Image, and Text. A complete description of the SGG is discussed in [29] .
Applying a production to an application graph, which is usually called a host graph, is referred to as a graph transformation.
A redex refers to a subgraph in the host graph which is isomorphic to the right graph in a parsing process. In other words, in the graph transformation in a parsing process, we search in the host graph for a subgraph that matches the right graph of a production and replace this subgraph with the left graph in the production. For example, Fig. 1 (b) shows a host graph, i.e., an abstraction of a Web page. The redex that matches the right graph in Fig. 1(a) is highlighted in the dotted rectangle. After one graph transformation that groups related information, the new host graph is updated as shown in Fig. 1(c) . In the graph transformation, SGG uses the marking technique to handle the embedding issue and dangling edges.
III. RELATED WORK
As a challenging issue in Web interface interpretation, page segmentation has attracted much attention. Distinct from previous work, this paper develops a novel approach, which integrates the advantages of image-processing and graph-grammar techniques. The image-processing technique efficiently recognizes information objects and abstracts the original Web pages as a concise spatial graph, while graph grammar provides a solid foundation for interpreting a Web interface in terms of its spatial configuration. Currently, various page segmentation methods have been proposed for different applications. Those methods have been evaluated on different Web sites. In order to have an objective and quantitative comparison among different approaches, it is necessary to set up several benchmark Web sites for the evaluation and comparison purpose. Especially, those benchmark Web sites should cover different categories so that we can compare both the accuracy and generality.
In order to allow users to find information of interest quickly, a good Web designer often observes design guidelines to render information on the Web. For example, some HTML tags are commonly used to imply a boundary between interface objects. Those observations motivate various heuristic approaches, which discover blocks of closely related contents by analyzing the visual appearance or the HTML DOM structure of a Web page. Those approaches are automatic and efficient in grouping relevant information. Different from our grammar-based approach, they lack a formal basis and do not recover the semantic role of each interface object, which is useful in many applications.
Many heuristic approaches [11] , [12] , [28] , [35] use HTML structural tags (like Table) to partition a Web page. Kaasinen et al. [28] proposed an HTML/WML conversion proxy server, which converts HTML-based Web contents to WML by mapping HTML structures to WML specifications. For example, it converts an HTML table to a WML table, an indexed subtree or a list according to the table size and viewing capacity. Buyukkokten et al. [11] , [12] divided a Web page into several semantic textual units through HTML tags, e.g., the tag P might serve as the boundary between two semantic textual units. This method, however, only focuses on texts without supporting graphics. SmartView [35] used a thumbnail to provide a visual overview of a page and partition a page into logic units according to table tags. Opera [36] offers a small-screen rendering technology, which stacks Web contents vertically to avoid horizontal scrolling. This method may falsely separate closely related contents and combine unrelated information together. The DOM-structure-based analysis is limited by the complexity of DOM structures.
Recently, visual analysis has attracted more and more attention. Yang and Zhang [45] evaluated the visual similarities of HTML contents, detected the pattern of visual similarity, and then generated a hierarchical representation of the HTML page. Chen et al. [14] first divided a Web page into several high-level information blocks according to their sizes and locations, and, then, identified explicit and implicit separators inside each high level block. Based on the partition, a Web page is adapted to several subpages with a two-level hierarchy: a thumbnail at the top level for an index of contents and a set of subpages at the bottom level for detailed reading. CMo [9] utilizes geometrical alignment of frames to segment a Web page. Paterno and Zichittella [37] dynamically split the presentation of a desktop page by calculating the cost (e.g., the number of pixels of images or font sizes) of information objects. The vision-based page segmentation (VIPS) [13] , [46] utilizes useful visual cues and DOM structures to obtain the partition of a Web page at the semantic level. Xia et al. [43] adjusted the VIPS algorithm to produce an SP-tree that represents the hierarchical structure of information blocks in a Web page. Hattori et al. [23] calculated the strength of connections between content elements based on the structural depth of HTML tags and analyzed the layout to segment a page. Ahmadi and Kong [1] analyzed both the DOM structure and the visual layout to divide the original Web page into several subpages, each including closely related contents and suitable for small-screen display. This approach supports automatic generation of a table of contents to facilitate the navigation between different subpages.
Visual language formalisms have been applied to analyzing patterns of Web queries [47] . Given a grammar in the form of a variant of the attributed multiset grammar [20] , which specifies commonly used Web query patterns, a best-effort parser analyzes a query form by parsing the spatial arrangement of visual objects inside the form. This paper emphasizes on query interface, instead of a whole Web page. Kong et al. [30] uses SGG to analyze the semantics of a Web page. This approach is based on DOM specifications, instead of an image analysis.
HTML scraping [34] has been widely used to scrape HTML Web pages. Based on predefined regular expressions, the HTML scraping technique can efficiently extract useful data from Web pages. Wrapper induction [2] , [19] , [31] is used to extract structured data from Web pages or semistructured documents. Labský et al. [32] combined the hidden Markov models with image classification to extract structured information. Wong and Lam [42] proposed a novel framework, which can automatically adapt a previously learned wrapper from a source Web site to a new unseen site in the same domain. Instead of analyzing the organization of all information in a Web page, those approaches emphasize on extracting structured knowledge in response to a submitted query. Some researchers [3] , [4] analyzed the detailed contents in an HTML Web page to extract semistructured data. Ashraf and Alhajj [3] proposed a novel approach, called ClusTex, which applies a clustering technique for information extraction from HTML pages. This approach first uses a clustering technique to divide raw data into clusters, which are then refined to eliminate irrelevant information. Ashraf et al. [4] later applied ClusTex to a number of Web sites from different domains. The evaluation results show good performance. Different from ClusTex, our approach interprets a Web page from its layout, instead of detailed contents.
Recently, the visual perception technique has been applied to extract structured data, since it is independent from the detailed implementation underlying a Web page. These approaches [17] , [49] basically calculate the visual similarity among different Web pages to group semantically related information. Zheng et al. [49] introduced a template independent system to identify news articles based on visual consistency. This approach summarizes a set of visual features to present news stories and then automatically generates a template-independent wrapper based on those visual features. Chen and Xiao [17] proposed a system to extract news stories based on visual perception. First, it identifies the areas that contain news stories based on content functionality, space continuity, and formatting continuity. After detecting the news areas, news stories are extracted based on the position, format, and semantics. The two aforementioned approaches [17] , [49] are limited to extract news stories and are not applicable to other domains. Distinct from those two approaches, our approach is general to different application domains. Fig. 2 shows an overview of our approach. Page segmentation proceeds in two steps: 1) recognize interface objects in an interface image; and 2) interpret the interface through graph grammars.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our approach interprets an interface from bottom to top. Therefore, the first step is to recognize and classify interface objects. HTML tags may separate an atomic interface object into several pieces. For example, in order to highlight several words, a sentence, i.e., an atomic interface object, may be separated into several pieces by the HTML tag <b>. Since the separation is completely content dependent, it is challenging to derive some general rules to consolidate those pieces into atomic interface objects from the perspective of DOM structures. In our approach, image segmentation techniques, such as line detection, text detection, and template matching, are applied to identify interface objects in an interface image. In addition, object recognition techniques are used to recognize the interface object types, such as buttons, text boxes, images, etc. Object recognition and classification divide an interface into several regions and have the following advantages.
1) Incremental analysis. Those regions provide natural boundaries between composite interface objects. In other words, we can interpret interface objects incrementallyfirst, interpret interface objects within one region, and then consider the relations between different regions. Such an incremental analysis is inherently consistent with the hierarchical design of Web interfaces. Designers, in general, first divide an interface into several layout regions, and then determine the organization and layout of interface objects within each region. 2) Handling irregularity. If a region contains style exceptions, not captured by a graph grammar, we can simply interpret those exceptional interface objects as the direct children of the node representing the corresponding region. 3) Performance. Limiting the spatial parsing in a small region can reduce the search space and improve performance. The visual analysis on the interface image generates a spatial graph. In a spatial graph, nodes represent recognized interface objects, and edges indicate siginicant spatial relations, each indicating a close semantic relationship. We have evaluated different Web sites and discovered that four spatial relations strongly imply a close semantic relation between two objects, i.e., touching, containment, vertical, and horizontal relations within a small distance. Accordingly, each edge in a spatial graph corresponds to one of those four relations. Meanwhile, a spatial graph also records the coordinates of each recognized interface object. Therefore, other additional spatial relations can be derived from those coordinates. Compared with the source HTML file, the spatial graph facilitates page segmentation by: 1) consolidating information pieces together; and 2) removing all redundant contents (such as empty columns or tables, which are used for adjusting layout).
After visual analysis, a graph grammar is applied to a spatial graph to discover the interface semantics. In our appraoch, page segmentation can be considered as a graph transformation issue. The input is a spatial graph that is abstracted from a concrete Web interface, and the output is a tree that reveals the hierarchical relations among interface objects. Therefore, graph grammars are a natural computational model for page segmentation. More specifically, the left graph in a production may include a composite interface object, which is made of a set of atomic/composite interface objects in the right graph. Each production groups related objects locally and a complete graph grammar provides a systematic specification to glue low-level groups into a higher level group. Based on the graph grammar, a parser constructs a hierarchical parsing tree, in which a leaf node indicates an atomic interface object and an intermediate node represents a composite object, bottom up as a coherent interpretation for a Web interface. Our approach is not limited to a specific graph-grammar formalism. This paper uses the SGG [29] as the specification formalism to analyze Web interfaces because of its distinct capacity of spatial specification in the abstract syntax. This unique feature enables us to extend our approach to combine DOM analysis with image processing in the future. The incremental parsing in our approach supports reusing a portion of a graph grammar in different Web sites. Even though two Web pages from different Web sites may be different at a high level, some low-level patterns, such as the organization of a paragraph, may be used repetitively across different Web sites.
Following the human-computer interaction principle that consistent layouts can improve the usability of an interface [40] , Web designers commonly use similar layouts to present the same type of information. In other words, designers, in general, follow previous successful experiences, which can be summarized as guidelines, to present interface objects [24] . Some researchers [26] summarized common design patterns across different Web sites. We have evaluated 21 commercial Web sites and found that all those Web sites use two common patterns to demonstrate product information [38] . The usage of common patterns or standard guidelines makes our approach applicable in practice. A graph grammar can be applied to different Web sites that conform to one common pattern or standard. In order to reduce the manual efforts of designing a graph grammar, we plan to introduce grammar induction technique to automate the grammar design process in the future. The automatic grammar induction is especially useful when a content management system is used to generate Web pages. The grammar induction algorithm can automatically extract generation rules, and then, a grammar parser can perform a reverse processing to discover the underlying interface semantics. In summary, our approach uses image analysis to recognize atomic interface objects and applies the SGG to specify patterns underlying Web pages. Based on the grammar, a graph parser takes a spatial graph, which is abstracted from an interface image, as input and produces a semantic interpretation of the interface.
V. INTERPRETING WEB INTERFACES
Having given an overview of our approach, this section uses the Northwest Airlines (NWA) example (see Fig. 3 ) to illustrate our approach.
A. Northwest Airlines Web Page
Consider an example of NWA as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The top and the bottom include some isolated texts, which direct users to other Web pages in the NWA. The central region, which includes the main content, can be further divided into several regions. It includes several topics, such as flight search and hotels. Those topics are organized and displayed with the same pattern: Each topic has a title and several lines of texts. A search interface is displayed on the right of the central region.
B. Image Analysis
The input for the image analysis phase is the rendered Web page of NWA Reservation Center. In the image analysis phase, the image is first segmented using a suite of layout and object detection algorithms. These include rectangle detection, radio button detection, and text detection and recognition. We construct a hierarchical tree based on object containment. Thus, at this point, we have a partially classified tree. In Fig. 3(a) , each recognized object is highlighted with a rectangle. Objects are coded by the type with different colors. For example, blue indicates a radio button or check box, magenta indicates text, and red indicates a rectangle of unknown type.
Next, the GUI object recognition algorithm classifies each of the recognized rectangles based on a database, which includes a variety of manually classified GUI objects with a typical Web look and feel. In order to correctly recognize the type of an interface object, classified interface objects in the database should have a similar appearance as the elements in a page being analyzed. Since many Web sites keep consistent appearances, the database could be reused across different Web sites. In the aforementioned example, all the text boxes, list boxes, and buttons were classified correctly. Fig. 4 , for example, shows the nearest match found for the "Search" button. Although the colors, the sizes, the aspect ratio, and the text on the buttons are different, the nearest match is of the correct classification. An even better match could be obtained if we use objects from the relevant site in the database. 
C. Page Segmentation
After image analysis, we have a fully classified set of layout segments (frames) and GUI objects: their location on the page, associated type, text value, and other spatial attributes. In Fig. 3(a) , the left side of the central region includes nine different topics about reservation. Each topic is displayed within a rectangle, recognized as a Default_Value object, and includes several lines of texts, each being recognized as a text object. In the search interface at the right side, five types of atomic interface objects are recognized as text, radio button, check box, text box, and list box. Based on recognized interface objects and their spatial features, a spatial graph is constructed by calculating significant spatial relations among those objects. Fig. 5 presents the spatial graph corresponding to the interface image in Fig. 3(a) .
Based on the spatial graph, we formalize the pattern of information layouts as a graph grammar. In a graph grammar, the spatial relations of containment, touching, and vertical/horizontal relation within a short distance are visualized as edges, while other spatial relations are defined through spatial specifications [see Fig. 1(a) ] in an SGG production. Fig. 6 presents the productions used to derive a topic on the left side of the central region. Production P1 in Fig. 6 combines two adjacent lines of texts as a composite interface object texts. The node default_value in P1 serves as a context object. Production P2 is useful when a topic includes an odd number of lines of texts. Production P3 further combines two composite interface objects texts as a larger composite object. Finally, Production P4 abstracts all lines of texts as a composite interface object topic. The search interface on the right of the central region in Fig. 3(a) can be analyzed based on the complete graph grammar in Appendix 1 at http://viscomp.cs.ndsu.nodak.edu/Grammar/grammar.pdf. In the future, we will integrate the concept of negative application conditions in the parsing process to enforce a proper match.
Each graph transformation reveals a local composition, and a sequence of graph transformations, i.e., the parsing process, assembles local compositions into a global hierarchical structure. In other words, the nonterminal object that is defined in the left graph is made up of (non)terminal objects in the right graph, while context objects are not counted to the composition. Such a hierarchical structure, in which leaf nodes represent atomic interface objects while intermediate nodes indicate composite objects, reveals the composition of interface objects. The application of the graph grammar in Appendix 1 (refer to http://viscomp.cs.ndsu.nodak.edu/Grammar/grammar.pdf) produces the hierarchical structure [see Fig. 3(b) ] as an interpretation for the search interface in Fig. 3(a) .
VI. CASE STUDY
A. System Implementation
We have implemented a prototype for page segmentation. Our prototype mainly includes two subsystems: one supports image analysis to recognize atomic interface objects and the other supports spatial parsing for page segmentation.
For image analysis, we developed the CompDetect application, which supports loading either an image or directly from a URL. Once the image is loaded, CompDetect activates the stages of segmentation and classification. Segmentation can be done either incrementally or all at once automatically. The output of the segmentation stage is presented visually on the screen to allow manual inspection. The classification stage can be divided into three stages. First, create a database, which is either loaded from a previously created file or created by incrementally fixing initial classification results. The second stage allows the user to classify interface objects. Once again, the user can supervise the classification result and fix them manually. The last stage allows the user to save the classified objects into an XML file in order to constitute an input for page segmentation in the next step.
After image analysis, the automatically generated spatial graph is sent to a visual programming environment, i.e., Visual Environment for Graph Grammars: Induction and Engineering (VEGGIE) [5] , [6] , for page segmentation. VEGGIE supports the SGG specification and parsing. VEGGIE mainly consists of three independent editors (i.e., the Type Editor, the Grammar Editor, and the Graph Editor) and an SGG parser. The three editors provide GUIs for designers to visually design a graph grammar and are seamlessly working together in VEGGIE. The combined views ease the switching between different editors with a consistent look and feel, which enhances a coherent understanding. Grammar designers can visually create visual objects, i.e., node types, in the Type Editor, or import existing node types from a file in the form of GraphML. Then, based on these defined nodes, the designer can define productions in the Grammar Editor. In the Graph Editor, the designer can visually draw or import a spatial graph to be analyzed by the SGG parser. The data files storing nodes, grammar, and graph are shared and interoperated by all editors.
B. Commercial Web Site
We evaluated our approach on the Web site of Marks and Spencer (M&S), which is a major British retailer. The M&S Web site (http://www.marksandspencer.com/) hosts thousands of different products. Presenting products to customers is one of the most important functions on an online retailer Web site. Therefore, we emphasize on analyzing the presentation of product information. After investigating different M&S Web pages, we have identified two common patterns, which are used across the whole Web site.
1) Pattern 1-Presenting a product in detail.
In order to present the detailed information of a product, an image of the selected product is displayed. At the right side and/or below the image, textual description is provided for a detailed description. The textual description may include several paragraphs, each of which has several lines of texts. In order to differentiate paragraphs, there are spaces between paragraphs. In addition to displaying product information, a variant of this pattern is used to display navigation links, which allow users to quickly switch between different Web pages. 2) Pattern 2-Listing products. An online retailer Web site needs to display a list of products so that a customer can choose any of them for details. At the M&S Web site, the overview of each product, in general, includes three parts. The top shows a small picture describing the product; below the small picture is a brief textual description, which may include several lines of texts; the bottom contains the price and customers' rating, which are presented in text.
A list of products is presented from left to right and top down. Although the Web pages of the M&S Web site have different contents, they are all made up of the aforementioned two patterns. Fig. 7 presents one Web page from the M&S Web site. Our approach uses the image-processing technique to divide each page into several regions. In Fig. 7 , each recognized region (i.e., a default_value object) at a high level is highlighted in a dotted rectangle, and the pattern applicable to each region is marked with a circled pattern number: the navigation links on the left and at the bottom follow Pattern 1, and the center region which displays a list of products is consistent with Pattern 2.
In our approach, those patterns are formalized as graph grammars. We use the Type Editor of VEGGIE to define nodes. The Type Editor allows developers to specify various properties of a node, such as types, attributes, and vertices. The left panel of the Type Editor displays all node types, and the right panel shows the detailed properties of a selected node and allows designers to modify those properties. In order to improve the efficiency of the design process, VEGGIE supports a direct import of terminal nodes from a spatial graph, instead of manually designing them. To avoid cluttering the display space, in the current version of VEGGIE, we only explicitly display nodes without their details. If the mouse moves over a node, detailed information of the node (e.g., vertices) will be displayed as depicted in Fig. 8 . For example, Fig. 8(a) shows the node types in Pattern 1, while Fig. 8(b) displays the node types in Pattern 2. In Fig. 8(a) , node types of default_value, text, button, and image are automatically recognized atomic interface objects, and the rest are composite interface objects. Object pic is made of a picture and button; object Lines represents multiple lines of texts which belong to the same paragraph; and object Des models different paragraphs. In Fig. 8(b) , node types of default_value, text, listbox, and image are automatically recognized atomic interface objects. Compos- ite object title is made of text objects, indicating a title. Object path represents the current location in the Web site and composes of several text objects, object product models an overview of a product, including both graphical and textual descriptions, and object products indicates several products.
The VEGGIE Grammar Editor as presented in Fig. 9 enables designers to visually manipulate productions. The leftmost panel of the Grammar Editor lists all the productions. By clicking on one of the productions, the corresponding details are displayed in the middle and right panels, representing the left graph and right graph of the selected production, respectively. Fig. 9 shows a production defined in Pattern 2. SGG is a context-sensitive graph grammar and a gray node represents a context object. Because of limited space, complete definitions for Patterns 1 and 2 can be found at http://viscomp.cs.ndsu.nodak.edu/Grammar/grammar.pdf.
Based on the defined graph grammar, page segmentation is implemented through a spatial parsing. For example, the screenshot on the left of Fig. 10 presents a spatial graph, corresponding to the product list in Fig. 7 . By applying the graph grammar of Pattern 2, we can produce its interpretation in the right side in Fig. 10 .
VII. DISCUSSION
According to the case study in the previous section, we found that even a complex Web site is made of several simple patterns. This observation is also confirmed by other researchers [47] . For example, the M&S Web site mainly includes two patterns (refer to Section VI-B), and each Web page is presented based on the composition of those patterns. The existence of common patterns across a Web site makes our approach feasible in practice. Instead of designing a graph grammar for each page, we only need to consider a few patterns, which can significantly reduce the effort of designing a graph grammar. In addition to M&S, we have investigated some other popular online retailer Web sites, including buy.com, amazon.com, and newegg.com, and found that similar patterns are also used in those Web sites. In other words, the graph grammar that is designed for M&S can be reused in other similar Web sites with slight modifications. In the case study, we do find that some Web pages, e.g., the customer login page, do not follow any pattern. In this case, Fig. 10 . Spatial Graph representing the product list in Fig. 7 and its interpretation.
we use the best effort parsing, which tries to recover as many structures as possible.
Each pattern describes the layout and organization of information at an abstract level. This implies that the instances of a pattern may be different. For example, in Pattern 1, each paragraph may include different lines of texts. Using recursive productions, the graph grammar is powerful to handle those variations. With the Web patterns, the graph grammar approach provides a powerful and visual means to specify and analyze Web pages.
One unique feature of our approach is the complementary roles of image analysis and graph grammar techniques in analyzing Web interfaces. The image analysis is critical to page segmentation, since it can significantly simplify the original Web page by eliminating redundant and blank contents and consolidating information pieces together. Currently, most approaches analyze a Web interface according to its DOM structure. However, even a simple Web page may have a complex DOM structure. We compare the spatial graph produced from image analysis with the DOM structure in terms of their complexity, as presented in Table I . Given the Web page in Fig. 7 , an image analysis in our approach will produce a spatial graph with 176 nodes. On the other hand, the corresponding DOM structure has 1050 nodes, including both HTML elements and scattered information pieces. The image analysis approach produces the information that is of only 15% of the DOM's complexity. We can find similar observations in other Web pages in the M&S Web site in Table I . Furthermore, image analysis can divide a Web interface into several regions. Accordingly, the spatial parsing can be limited to a small scope with a reduced search (Region 2 in page 4) , which is apparently tolerable as parsing needs to be performed only once. The time complexity of the SGG parser is critical to the overall system performance. The SGG parser converts a 2-D graph to an ordered sequence of nodes based on spatial features of those nodes and uses an efficient string matching in the parsing process. SGG parser is developed based on confluent graph grammars. Informally, the SGG parser only tries one parsing path. Under the confluence condition, the SGG parser has a polynomial time complexity [29] .
Compared with DOM analysis, image processing is efficient to extract atomic information objects. On the other hand, a DOM structure does provide valuable clues about information organizations, such as the hierarchical structure among containers and actual contents. In the future, we plan to combine image processing with DOM analysis. More specifically, image processing is first used to detect regions and basic information objects. Then, those recognized containers and information objects are mapped to HTML tags in the DOM structure based on their spatial properties, i.e., location and size. During the mapping, the original DOM structure is simplified by removing empty tags and consolidating related tags together. The mapping can also help refine the result of object recognition from image analysis. In the example in Fig. 3(a) , one paragraph may cross several lines. In the image analysis, each line of texts is recognized as one individual interface object. By integrating the image analysis results with the corresponding DOM structure, we can combine those individual lines of texts together if all those lines of texts are enclosed in an HTML tag <P>. In the simplified DOM structure, information objects are classified based on both the HTML tags and image recognition. Finally, we can apply a graph grammar to the simplified DOM structure to interpret its semantics.
Compared with existing heuristic approaches, our approach provides fine-grained page segmentation. Heuristic approaches segment a Web page into several regions from top to bottom, without tagging the semantic role of each object. Instead, our approach interprets a Web interface from bottom to top. Our approach first recognizes and classifies atomic information objects and then uses graph parsing to discover the semantics among those recognized objects. Therefore, our proposed work actually interprets a Web interface, not just dividing. While most existing approaches depend on the source code to segment a Web page, our approach directly analyzes the screenshot of a Web page without relying on any source code. Consequently, our solution is applicable to the situations when source codes are not available, such as surfing the Web through a remote desktop. Finally, our approach supports the customization of the page segmentation results. A user can adjust a graph grammar to tune the page segmentation. In general, a general graph grammar has a higher generality while a specific graph grammar, which includes detailed applicationdependant semantics (such as cities in the grammar in appendix 1 at http://viscomp.cs.ndsu.nodak.edu/Grammar/grammar.pdf), provides more detailed interpretation but it has limited generality, since it is application dependant.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In the Web interface interpretation, it is challenging to discover the semantic structure underlying a Web interface. Different from existing heuristic approaches, this paper develops a novel approach for page segmentation based on image analysis and graph grammar. Instead of analyzing DOM structures, our approach uses advanced image processing to recognize atomic interface objects and divide an interface into several regions. The image analysis produces a spatial graph, in which nodes represent recognized interface objects and edges model spatial relations, which imply a close semantic relation. Based on the spatial graph, a spatial parsing is performed to recover the semantics of the corresponding Web page. Because of the distinct capability of spatial specifications in the abstract syntax, the SGG is selected as the definition formalism for page segmentation. We have tested our approach on the M&S Web site, which shows promising results.
As the future work, we will conduct more experiments to investigate issues like generality and efficiency. Especially, we will investigate how to improve the efficiency of designing a graph grammar. Although the reuse of patterns across different Web sites can reduce the efforts of designing a graph grammar, we plan to further improve the efficiency by applying a grammar-induction algorithm to semiautomate the grammar design. Given sample interface snapshots, human experts first highlight most important substructures and give them some user-friendly names. Then, based on those manually highlighted substructures, a grammar induction algorithm produces a graph grammar. In addition to elaborating an induced graph grammar, human experts can also add spatial specifications to the generated graph grammars. Once the automatically produced graph grammar is evaluated and refined, it is used to interpret Web interfaces. Future work also includes evaluating the generality of the image recognition algorithm and improving the accuracy. An error in the image recognition can affect the interpretation of a Web interface. We will investigate an iterative processing. The objects that cannot be interpreted in the graph parsing are returned to the image recognition for the second round of recognition, which is then passed to the graph parser for further analysis. This process can be supervised by human experts to identify the recognition errors and improve the accuracy. Future work also includes exploring the idea of "a cascade of classifiers" [41] , which has multiple stages, in the image processing to improve the performance.
